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Abstract  

Insomnia is a highly prevalent issue that is often neglected in treatment due to perceiving it as 

a symptom of another disorder. This could hinder the treatment of patients with substance use 

disorders (SUDs), due to the risk of relapse. The present study investigated how 

psychologists perceive and treat insomnia among individuals with SUDs by posing the 

following research question: How do psychologists perceive insomnia and its treatment 

among individuals with substance use disorders? A qualitative design was used by 

conducting semi-structured interviews among 10 psychologists from the Netherlands and 

Germany. The interviews were conducted online and consisted of three sections, each section 

containing questions about insomnia treatment in a specific disorder. The section about SUDs 

entailed questions about participants’ treatment practices and considerations when treating 

insomnia in patients with SUDs. The results of the thematic analysis revealed four 

overarching themes with two to six codes per theme. The findings indicate that some 

participants viewed insomnia as a symptom, whereas others saw it either as a symptom or a 

separate problem, depending on the patient’s situation. Participants also preferred non-

pharmacological treatment of insomnia. The study draws attention to the potential problems 

of viewing insomnia as a symptom and contributes to the research by highlighting the 

importance of using non-pharmacological insomnia treatments in SUD patients. The findings 

can be applied to the field of psychological and rehabilitation treatment by indicating how to 

select the right treatment, suggesting the importance of including CBT-I, and the relevance of 

evaluating treatment priorities.  

Keywords: insomnia, substance use disorders, psychologists, semi-structured 

interviews, treatment    
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Investigating Insomnia Disorder Treatment in Patients with Substance Use Disorder 

Sleep-wake disorders are very common. They are usually found among psychiatric 

patients (Mondal et al., 2018; Seow et al., 2018). Insomnia is the most common among all 

sleep-wake disorders, with about one-third of the adult population experiencing insomnia 

symptoms (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Mondal et al. (2018) found that 83% of 

their psychiatric patients' population suffered from some type of sleep disorder, while 78% 

reported symptoms of insomnia. The study by Seow et al. (2018) found that almost one-third 

of their psychiatric patients’ sample suffered from insomnia disorder. According to DSM-5, 

insomnia disorder is characterised by “dissatisfaction with sleep quantity or quality with 

complaints of difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep” (American Psychiatric Association, 

2013, p. 363) and “Early-morning awakening with inability to return to sleep” (American 

Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 362). Another important feature involves sleep complaints 

being “accompanied by clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, 

or other important areas of functioning” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 363). 

Given these findings, it is important to focus on what is the role of insomnia in psychological 

treatment and how it is addressed.     

 Persistent insomnia poses a risk factor for substance use disorders (SUDs), as some 

individuals suffering from insomnia may try to assist their sleep by misusing alcohol or 

medications. This was found by a study that showed that reporting dependence on drugs and 

alcohol 3.5 years later was 7.2 times more likely in individuals with insomnia than 

individuals without insomnia (Breslau et al., 1996). They might also try to fight excessive 

fatigue through the misuse of caffeine or other stimulants (American Psychiatric Association, 

2013). In summary, substances are often used to counter insomnia, which could become 

problematic and result in SUDs.  

 However, substance use does not always indicate that there is a substance use 

disorder. To draw the line between the two, SUDs should be defined. DSM-5 defines 

substance use disorders as “a cluster of cognitive, behavioral, and physiological 

symptoms indicating that the individual continues using the substance despite 

significant substance-related problems” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 

483). These disorders can be diagnosed to several substance classes, such as (a) 

alcohol; (b) cannabis; (c) hallucinogens; (d) inhalants; (e) opioids; (f) sedatives, 

hypnotics, or anxiolytics; (g) stimulants; (h) tobacco; and (h) other substances. One of 

the important characteristics of substance use disorders includes persisting changes in 

brain circuits in individuals with severe disorders. These changes may result in 
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behavioural effects such as repeated relapses and intense drug cravings in the presence 

of drug-related stimuli (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). On the whole, 

substance use could turn into SUDs when the use starts to interfere with an 

individual’s normal functioning.  

 In addition to insomnia posing as a risk factor for SUDs, insomnia can also worsen 

the treatment success of SUDs. Insomnia in patients with SUDs increases the risk of relapse 

to substance use (Grau-López et al., 2014; Brower & Perron, 2010, as cited in Grau-López et 

al., 2018). Conversely, treatment of SUDs involves the use of prescribed medications, which 

could result in persistent insomnia, such as in the case of treating opioid use disorders, where 

methadone is most commonly used  (Wilkerson & McRae-Clark, 2021). Therefore, a 

bidirectional relationship can be suggested between insomnia and SUDs. Various types of 

treatment are available for SUDs, such as naltrexone for alcohol dependence, and bupropion 

for tobacco use disorder (Davey, 2021). Although non-pharmacological treatments such as 

aversion therapy and self-help groups are also used to treat SUDs, they are usually used in 

combination with drug-based detoxification. It is most common to use a combined treatment 

of drug-based detoxification, psychological therapy, skills training, as well as the 

involvement of the family and friends of the client (Davey, 2021). All in all, the literature 

suggests that SUDs are mainly treated by using medication, however, the use of this 

medication can result in insomnia. The emergence of insomnia could lead to relapse among 

SUD patients.  

 In comparison to the SUD treatment, insomnia treatment is not as commonly 

addressed. The diagnosis and treatment of insomnia are often neglected among psychiatric 

patients (Seow et al., 2018). The low insomnia diagnosis rates could result as a consequence 

of attributing patients’ sleep problems to their psychiatric condition (Seow et al., 2018). This 

should not be neglected, as treating insomnia could help reduce comorbidities and other 

mental health problems, as well as inhibit the onset of clinical disorders (Freeman et al., 

2020; Wilkerson & McRae-Clark, 2021). This indicates that treating insomnia does not only 

help with the sleep problem itself, but it also aids treatment of other mental health disorders 

and SUDs.   

 Research indicates that there are various ways of treating insomnia. Benzodiazepines 

or other GABAA receptor agonists are most commonly used (Krystal, 2015; Preskorn, 2015; 

Yen et al., 2015, as cited in Grau-López et al., 2018). However, individuals with SUDs fall at 

risk of misusing benzodiazepines. This involves taking larger or more frequent doses than 

prescribed by a specialist (Ciraulo & Nace, 2000). In general, using pharmacological 
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treatment among this group poses risks of cognitive impairment and rebound insomnia 

(Speed et al., 2022). Therefore, caution is needed when prescribing this treatment to SUD 

patients (Brower, 2015; Lader, 2014). Other insomnia treatments include trazodone, which is 

prescribed for alcohol-dependent patients. However, this antidepressant can increase drinking 

during withdrawal (Kolla et al., 2011). Lastly, psychotropic medication such as mirtazapine 

has shown promising results in aiding patients with SUDs (Grau-López et al., 2018; Seow et 

al., 2018). Although various medications are available for the treatment of insomnia, SUD 

patients are often at risk of misusing these treatments. It is important to consider these risks 

when choosing between the treatment options for insomnia in this group.  

 It is advised to use psychological and behavioural therapies such as cognitive 

behavioural therapy (CBT) as an alternative or an addition to the drug intervention. Due to 

the risks involved, non-pharmacological treatments could be a safer alternative for these 

individuals (Speed et al., 2022). In particular, cognitive behavioural therapy for insomnia 

(CBT-I) is recommended as a treatment for chronic insomnia (Speed et al., 2022) and it 

improves sleep in SUD patients (Mijnster et al., 2022). CBT-I treatment consists of “sleep 

consolidation, stimulus control, cognitive restructuring, sleep hygiene, and relaxation 

techniques” (Rossman, 2019, p. 544). However, this treatment is not widely used in clinical 

settings (Speed et al., 2022). This could be due to the limited availability of studies on CBT-I 

treatment adapted for SUDs, resulting in a lack of knowledge on this treatment adaptation 

(Mijnster et al., 2022). Therefore, the present study aims to focus on the psychologists’ 

perceptions of insomnia in individuals with SUDs and what types of insomnia treatments 

they perceive as suitable.  

Most of the aforementioned insomnia treatments present certain risks for individuals 

suffering from SUDs. Although psychological and behavioural therapies appear to be 

promising as a safer alternative, they are not as commonly used (Seow et al., 2018; Speed et 

al., 2022). Furthermore, the literature suggests that among psychiatric patients, insomnia is 

commonly neglected in diagnosis and treatment (Seow et al., 2018). Given these findings, it 

can be argued that insomnia among SUD patients should be (a) treated more often; and (b) 

treated using non-pharmacological treatment options. Thus, this study aims to investigate the 

treatment options used in practice among psychologists in the Netherlands and Germany in 

order to test these findings and find out how insomnia is treated in practical settings.   

 To investigate how commonly insomnia is treated among SUD patients and in what 

way the treatment is conducted, the present study aims to investigate the perception of 

psychologists on the treatment of insomnia among patients with SUDs. Thus, the research 
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question is the following: How do psychologists perceive insomnia and its treatment among 

individuals with substance use disorders? This question was investigated by interviewing a 

sample of psychologists on their views on treating insomnia among individuals suffering 

from substance use disorders.   

Method 

Design 

 Semi-structured interviews were used among a sample of 10 psychologists. The 

research question was addressed by asking participants questions about their treatment 

practices with individuals with SUDs, as well as the occurrence of insomnia among such 

patients. Furthermore, they were asked about the treatments they use for insomnia among 

patients with SUDs and their views on non-pharmacological treatments for insomnia. This 

design was chosen due to the explorative nature of the study. For this, semi-structured 

interviews were appropriate as they yield in-depth information about a topic that requires 

expertise in the treatment of SUDs, and they provide a degree of flexibility. 

Participants  

 Initially, 115 participants were contacted, and the final sample consisted of 10 (n = 3 

male, n = 7 female) psychologists who have knowledge about insomnia and its treatment. 

However, only five participants could answer SUD-specific questions. All the interviews 

were coded as they entailed relevant responses, but only five interviews entailed more SUD-

specific responses. The participants were aged between 23 and 53 years old (Mage = 32.5, 

SDage = 9.30), and were prevalently German (n = 5) and Dutch (n = 2), with a few other 

nationalities, such as Italian (n = 1), British (n = 1), and Turkish (n = 1). Half of the sample 

worked in Germany (n = 5), whereas the other half worked in the Netherlands (n = 5). The 

participants have between 6 months to 20 years (Mexperience = 7. 17, SDexperience = 6.49) of 

experience in the practice, and the majority of them worked as psychotherapists (n = 5). 

Others worked as counsellors (n = 2), basic psychologists (n = 1),  mental health 

psychologists (n = 1), clinical psychologists (n = 3), or were undergoing psychotherapy and 

mental health psychology training (n = 2). They mainly worked with clients with depression, 

anxiety, psychosis, trauma, dementia, and other mental health disorders.  

 Inclusion criteria included working as a psychologist or psychotherapist in the 

Netherlands or Germany and being directly involved with the counselling or treatment of 

patients. Exclusion criteria involved participants being unable to answer the questions in 

English or German. The sample was recruited using purposive sampling and snowball 

sampling. In particular, participants were recruited online via LinkedIn or Google searches on 
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the pages such as TherapyRoute. They were contacted via LinkedIn messages or email. After 

the interviews, the participants were asked whether they could provide contact to other 

psychologists in their network who would possibly participate in the study. Additionally, 

ethical approval was received from the BMS Ethics committee.  

Materials 

An informed consent form was utilised. It was extracted from the website of the BMS 

department at the University of Twente and adjusted to fit the present study (see Appendix 

A). The consent form entailed information such as the purpose of the study, the use of data 

throughout the study, anonymity, confidentiality, voluntary consent, right to withdraw, as 

well as storage of data. Furthermore, the informed consent form was created in English and 

German (see Appendix A), as some participants expressed themselves better in German.  

Next, an interview scheme was created in English and German (see Appendix B). The 

interview scheme consisted of (a) a brief introduction and an overview of the study; (b) a 

question about demographic information; (c) four general questions to get to know the 

interviewees’ jobs and fields of expertise; and (d) three main parts which measured 

psychologists’ opinions and used treatment for insomnia among different patients. The three 

parts include the patients with (a) mood disorders; (b) substance use disorders; and (c) 

anxiety disorders. In total, these three sections consisted of 22 questions, as well as some 

probes that were used to prompt the participants to give more detailed information. However, 

the focus of this thesis is on section (b) substance use disorders. This section contained 

questions such as “How do you usually treat insomnia in individuals suffering from SUDs?” 

and “Are there any psychological or behavioural treatment options that you are using to treat 

insomnia in SUD patients?” with probes such as “Why do you use this(ese) type(s) of 

treatment(s)?” and “How satisfied are you with the treatments you use?” (see Appendix B). 

To check the quality of the measurements, the interview scheme was checked by the two 

supervisors and tested in a test interview with a psychologist. After consultations with 

supervisors, some adjustments were made to the interview questions. The test interview 

provided insightful feedback, however, changes to the interview questions were not required. 

Furthermore, interviews were conducted online using Microsoft (MS) Teams or Zoom video 

calls. They were recorded using the video recording functions on Zoom and MS Teams or via 

the mobile phone audio recording application. The latter was the case if the participant did 

not wish to be recorded with the video recording function or wanted to create an online 

meeting themselves. The recordings were later transcribed using the MS Teams transcription 

function or via Otter.ai and Amberscript in case Zoom calls were used to conduct interviews.  
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Procedure  

 To recruit participants, they were found and contacted through LinkedIn and 

TherapyRoute.com. Some participants were also referred to by other psychologists or the 

researchers’ acquaintances. Moreover, some participants were the researchers’ acquaintances. 

Once participants responded, the communication continued through email or WhatsApp. The 

interview dates were scheduled, and participants received the meeting invitation links. 

Moreover, participants received informed consent via email beforehand. After the participant 

signed the consent and this was received by the researcher, the interview started. Firstly, the 

researcher gave a brief introduction of the interview and ensured the participant of the 

confidentiality and right to withdraw. Next, the recording of the interview started. This was 

followed by asking a few demographic and general questions, and then moving on to the 

main sections of the interview. Each section of the interview was briefly introduced before 

the questions were asked. In case the participants did not elaborate on their answers or were 

unsure of how to answer the question, probes were used to give them a more explicit way to 

express their thoughts (see Appendix B). Moreover, if the participants could not answer the 

question, this question was skipped and they were encouraged to answer other questions. This 

was the case when participants said that they did not have the experience or training to be 

able to answer such questions. At the end of the interview, the participants were thanked for 

their participation and asked if they could recommend another interviewee to participate in 

the interview. Overall, the interviews took between 30 to 40 minutes.  

Data Analysis 

 To analyse the data, the interviews were transcribed verbatim using MS Teams, 

Otter.ai, or Amberscript. After that, the transcripts were checked for errors by playing the 

recordings and fixing potential errors created by the softwares. Next, the transcripts were 

edited to remove participants’ personal identifiable information. All the collected data were 

stored using the Google Docs folders. 

 Following that, the transcripts were coded using the inductive coding method and a 

thematic analysis by Braun and Clarke (2006). This includes six main steps, respectively (a) 

familiarisation with your data; (b) creating initial codes; (c) looking for themes; (d) reviewing 

the themes; (e) defining and naming themes; and (f) writing the report (Braun & Clarke, 

2006). To code the interviews, all parts of the transcripts were screened for emerging themes. 

The sections that did not include SUD-specific questions were marked when they entailed 

general information that could be applied to insomnia in SUDs, such as how insomnia is 

viewed, regardless of the disorder being treated. Next, codes were created by finding 
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important quotations and labelling them. This was done by using the Atlas.ti software. 

Sometimes the codes were split up into two or more subcodes. The codes found in the first 

transcript were used in the next transcript, however, more codes were created in the next 

transcript if necessary. This was done until the last transcript when no new codes emerged. 

After the first round of coding was done, the codes were edited in case more suitable names 

and code groups were found. In the meantime, the codebook was created by making a table of 

all the codes, subcodes, and their descriptions (see Appendix C). This was done continuously 

throughout the coding process. To ensure the validity of the codes, they were checked by a 

fellow researcher who conducted the same interviews and coded them as well. This was done 

by coding two transcripts with the codes used in the present research (see Appendix C). 

Afterwards, the codes were checked once again, and irrelevant codes were removed. Once the 

codes were finalized, they were selected and sorted according to their fitting themes.  

Results 

 Ten interviews were coded to answer the research question: How do psychologists 

perceive insomnia and its treatment among individuals with substance use disorders? Table 1 

shows all the codes that were created. Overall, there are 16 codes and four overarching 

themes. Moreover, Table 1 indicates the number of interviews where each code appeared. 

The code that appeared across most interviews was Insomnia treatment, whereas the least 

commonly found codes were Insomnia as a separate issue and Need for sleep specialist. In 

addition, the codebook was developed to indicate the exact meanings of the codes (see 

Appendix C). To contextualise the interview quotations, Table 2 was created to represent the 

demographic information of the participants along with their pseudonymised names. The 

names were pseudonymised to ensure that there is no identifiable information about the 

participants. The table also includes information about which participants answered the SUD-

specific questions. 

Table 1  

Themes and Codes  
 

Themes and their codes N  (Number of interviews where the code appeared) 

Opposing views of insomnia   

Insomnia as a separate issue 2 

Insomnia as a symptom 4 
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Themes and their codes N  (Number of interviews where the code appeared) 

Treatment options  

Holistic treatment 4 

Insomnia treatment 
 

10 

Medication use for sleep treatment 
 

3 

Refering to the GP/doctor/psychiatrist 
 

2 

View of sleep treatments   

Importance of other treatment options 2 

Importance of sleep treatment 
 

6 

Insomnia treatment training satisfaction 9 

Medication versus psychological 
treatment 

6 

Need for sleep specialist 
 

1 

Treatment success 4 

Focus and priorities  

Explorative process into insomnia 
 

2 

Focusing on insomnia treatment 5 

Treating addiction itself 
 

4 

Considerations 8 
 

Table 2 

Demographic Information 

Name  Age Gender Nationality Profession Answered SUD-
specific questions 

Laura 23 Female German Counsellor at the psychology 
department of a clinic 

Yes 

Johann 41 Male German Specialist in psychiatry, 
working as a psychotherapist 

Yes  
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Name  Age Gender Nationality Profession Answered SUD-
specific questions 

Anna 53 Female Dutch Registered psychotherapist 
and mental health 

psychologist 

No 

Simon 31 Male Dutch Psychologist, in education for 
mental health psychologist 

Yes 

Elisa 29 Female Turkish Basic psychologist No  

Mia  37 Female Italian Psychologist, psychotherapist 
in practice with international 

clients 

No 

Sarah 34 Female British Counsellor for English-
speaking experts 

Yes 

Tobias 23 Male German Clinical psychologist No 

Andrea 29 Female German Psychotherapist in a practice 
for children and young 

people 

No 

Nora 25 Female German Working in the clinic, 
training to be a 
psychotherapist 

Yes  

 

Theme 1: Opposing Views of Insomnia  

The first theme involves participants’ different views of insomnia. This involves 

seeing insomnia as a symptom or as a separate problem. Some participants had very strong 

opinions on this matter, with some seeing it purely as a symptom, whereas others thought it 

was important to view it as a separate issue. One strong view about insomnia as a symptom 

was described by “Anna”.  

 “…it should be clear that insomnia is just a symptom of mood disorder. Insomnia is 

just a symptom of general mental health disorder. [… ] It’s just a symptom. It's like fever. If 

you have a fever, you don't know what the problem is… So there is a lot of general knowledge 

about, in our field, about insomnia, but mostly because it's part of the general mental health 

problem people have”.  

 Anna’s example shows that she firmly believes that insomnia cannot be treated as a 

separate problem, as it is merely a symptom of a bigger mental health disorder. This is 

underlined by the statement “it should be clear that”, meaning that she has a strong view of 

insomnia as a symptom and would like to convey this to others. This point is further 
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emphasised by comparing insomnia to a fever, thus levelling a “symptom of general mental 

health disorder” to a symptom of a physical illness.  

 Although some participants had a similar view to Anna, others also argued that 

insomnia can be viewed differently depending on the individual’s situation. This was 

indicated by “Simon”.  

 “Certainly for the people who just came into the mental healthcare as a patient but for 

people who have been here for three 4-5 years, 10 years, then it is seen as a separate thing. 

[…] So the longer they are in treatment, the more it will be seen as a separate thing”.  

 Simon’s example indicated that insomnia is seen as a symptom with newer patients, 

however, this might change with individuals who have been in the treatment for a longer 

time. Therefore, insomnia may be seen as a separate issue if it is still a problem after a longer 

period of an individual’s treatment. In comparison to Anna, Simon showed a more accepting 

attitude toward viewing insomnia as a separate issue, as he argued that the insomnia view 

could depend on an individual’s treatment duration. On the other hand, Anna’s attitude is 

strongly fixated on the symptom aspect of insomnia. Although few other participants had a 

similar view to Anna, they did not portray such a strong opinion and belief in their view of 

insomnia as a symptom, which made Anna’s view more distinctive.  

Theme 2: Treatment Options  

The second theme involves any mentions of treatments that psychologists use and 

were trained in. This involves treatments that focus only on insomnia, as well as treatments 

that focus on the person as a whole, including insomnia. The most commonly mentioned 

treatment was sleep hygiene, which was mentioned by several participants. This is a subcode 

belonging to the code insomnia treatment. This code also included treatments such as 

behavioural therapy, breathing techniques, CBT-I, group therapy, headspace technique, 

mindfulness, psychoeducation, relaxation techniques, sleep restriction, and techniques to not 

ruminate. Only one person reported using a complete CBT-I treatment, however another 

commonly mentioned treatment from this code group was relaxation techniques, such as 

progressive muscle relaxation. This is best illustrated by an example from “Laura”, who 

highlighted the use of this technique as a replacement for substance use.  

“ then you need to focus on the alcohol consumption to reduce that but also like to 

give them other techniques so they can replace the alcohol with, for example, a relaxation 

technique. So they still think, “Hey, I'm doing something for my sleep.” So I think that is a 

very important part”.   
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Laura’s example shows that alcohol consumption can be replaced by other techniques. 

She believes that this is very important, as it gives individuals suffering from SUDs an 

alternative to combat sleeping problems. Therefore, instead of alcohol, individuals would use 

techniques such as relaxation techniques to aid their sleep.  

On the other hand, medication was mentioned less frequently as a treatment in 

comparison to non-pharmacological alternatives. An example of this is from “Johann”, who 

mentions that they focus on multiple things regarding sleep quality treatment, and when they 

decide to resort to medication.  

”…first of all without medication, just to ask how the sleep-wake rhythm or day-night 

rhythm is, how they spend their evenings, whether they do anything stimulating, […] or 

whether they observe sleep hygiene. Then a bit about the actual rhythm, the biorhythm, how 

someone is in general and how it is at home, what I do there. […] and then step two is 

actually looking at medication if they notice that it doesn't help at all or if you have the 

feeling that it is really quite solid. That's where I would also start with medication”. 

Johann’s example portrays the use of holistic treatment of individuals, which was 

reported by several participants. He indicated that he focuses on several aspects of an 

individual’s routine, such as how they spend their evenings and their sleep hygiene 

observation. Johann also talked about an individual’s sleep-wake rhythm, showing that this 

also plays an important role in sleep treatment. Furthermore, he emphasised that he would 

only look at medication if other alternatives do not help, demonstrating the occurrence of 

Medication use for sleep treatment. Similar answers were reported by other participants, who 

often mentioned that they would refer the client to a medical professional such as the GP or 

the psychiatrist only if the problem is very urgent and nothing else would work.  

Theme 3: View of Sleep Treatments  

The third theme includes preferences among various types of insomnia treatment and 

when medication should be used. Moreover, it includes treatment success, which is a code 

that was used when participants talked about how successful their treatment is, when the 

treatment was not successful, and factors that influence treatment success. Overall, responses 

differed, as some participants reported that the treatment is slightly successful, while others 

reported that the patients usually get better. Furthermore, one interviewee reported that 

treatment success depends on an individual’s willingness to follow the treatment. The theme 

also included the code insomnia treatment training satisfaction which was used when 

participants reported how satisfied they are with the training that they received for treating 

insomnia. The views on the importance of treating sleep problems were also included in this 
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theme. While some participants reported a wish for having other treatment options for 

insomnia, many participants indicated that it is very important to treat sleeping problems, 

with one participant indicating that there should be a sleep specialist.  

Moreover, few participants reported using medical treatment, and some considered 

the non-pharmacological alternatives to be more beneficial in the long run compared to 

medical treatment. This was also indicated by “Laura”.  
 “I think it's very important, especially in this group, to look at the non-pharmacological 

treatments because the group is really prone to those drugs and medicine and stuff and I 

don't want them to truly believe “Okay now can only sleep with this pill” or “Only sleep if I 

take this”. So they again become addicted to it […] so I think it's very important to give them 

like the real behaviour techniques and to change their attitudes towards themselves and 

towards their sleep. So they also have something in the long run from it”. 

 Laura argued that it is especially important to focus on non-pharmacological treatments 

among individuals with SUDs as they are prone to addiction, thus being more likely to get 

addicted to the pills. She further indicated that behavioural treatment is more beneficial in the 

long term than using pills as it results in a change of attitudes towards oneself and sleep, thus 

the SUD patients would not believe that they could only sleep by using medication.  

Theme 4: Focus and Priorities  

 The last theme includes the things that psychologists reported to focus on and 

prioritise in treatment. This includes when they decide to focus on treating insomnia or the 

addiction itself, and considerations to take into account. This theme also includes when 

psychologists decide to opt for an explorative process into insomnia by asking about the 

reasons why the person cannot sleep. While some psychologists reported that they would 

focus on sleep treatment right away, others reported that they would focus on first treating the 

addiction. “Simon” was one of the psychologists that argued for the importance of treating 

addiction prior to treating sleeping problems.  

 “And I mean, when someone's using like an upper, like a methamphetamine or cocaine 

or […] I mean, yeah, then it’s very hard to teach them how to sleep again. Yeah, they 

probably first have to stop the substance abuse and then we can talk about sleep”. 

 The example from Simon portrays that some participants believe that it is difficult to 

treat sleep when the substance is still being used, as some substances make it very difficult 

for the person to sleep. Simon uses the phrase “teach them how to sleep again” which 

indicates that SUDs disrupt sleep to the point that the individuals suffering from SUDs need 
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to relearn it. Therefore, he argued that the treatment of substance use should be prioritised, as 

this could be the root cause of the sleeping problem.  

 Moreover, some participants indicated that certain things need to be considered before 

treating sleeping problems, such as the dangers of using sleeping pills and an individual’s 

day-night rhythm and emotion regulation. Further considerations were the individual’s 

tiredness during therapy, their treatment adherence, and knowing about the type of substance 

they use. The last two considerations were the instances of substance abuse causing insomnia 

and the substance use to sleep better. One of these considerations was brought up by “Laura”, 

who mentioned that sometimes substances are used to help individuals sleep.  

 “Yeah, definitely, especially also on other drugs when they have a drug that they do a 

lot by partying or something. So they are more alert, more awake and happier and stuff then 

they yeah, counter drug with something else, often to come down to relax better because they 

are like okay, “Now I have the time to sleep, so I should take this so I can sleep now””. 

 Laura’s example indicates that some individuals self-medicate to sleep better after 

using drugs that made them more alert. She also uses words such as “definitely” and 

“especially” to indicate that it is highly prevalent to self-medicate among SUD patients who 

use drugs. This example shows that while substance use makes one more awake and alert, 

substances are also used to combat this effect.  

Discussion 

 The present study investigated psychologists’ views of insomnia and its treatment 

among individuals with SUDs. The research question guiding the present study was How do 

psychologists perceive insomnia and its treatment among individuals with substance use 

disorders? To answer the research question, semi-structured interviews were conducted 

among a sample of 10 psychologists who answered questions about their views of insomnia, 

their treatment options, and the views of different insomnia treatments. Following the 

interviews, four overarching themes were found within the data (a) Opposing views of 

insomnia; (b) Treatment options; (c) View of sleep treatments; and (d) Focus and priorities. 

 Firstly, the findings of this study show that the participants’ views of insomnia 

differed. Some participants reported viewing insomnia strictly as a symptom, supporting the 

findings by Seow et al. (2018) which indicated that insomnia treatment is frequently 

neglected among patients and attributed to their other mental health problems. Seow et al.’s 

(2018) findings are contrasted by participants who considered it important to view insomnia 

as a separate problem, and participants who indicated that insomnia can be viewed in both 

ways depending on the individual’s situation. Therefore, some participants had very strong 
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views about insomnia, whereas others were more open-minded to seeing insomnia in 

different ways depending on the individual’s situation. This finding shows that even though 

the sample came from two countries with similar psychological practices, there is no 

consensus on the view of insomnia. Although psychologists don't need to focus only on 

insomnia treatment, it can be argued that it is wrong to completely neglect it by seeing it as a 

symptom and focusing on the ‘main’ problem. Previous research showed that treating 

insomnia could reduce comorbidities and prevent the onset of clinical disorders (Freeman et 

al., 2020; Wilkerson & McRae-Clark, 2021). Insomnia could also worsen the SUD treatment 

by increasing the risk of relapse to substance use (Grau-López et al., 2014; Brower & Perron, 

2010, as cited in Grau-López et al., 2018). Therefore, completely neglecting insomnia could 

result in more serious issues. This thesis argues that insomnia should instead be viewed in 

both ways depending on the individual’s situation. It is not always optimal to focus on 

insomnia itself, such as when insomnia is elicited by substance use. However, it is also not 

optimal to focus on the overarching disorder that insomnia is attributed to when insomnia 

persists after treating the disorder. Thus it is important to consider what is best for the client 

and thereby prioritise what should be the focus of the treatment.  

 Additionally, participants mostly reported using non-pharmacological alternatives 

instead of pharmacological treatment. The commonly mentioned treatment options were 

sleep hygiene and relaxation techniques. This contrasts the research indicating that 

psychological and behavioural therapies are not typically used (Seow et al., 2018; Speed et 

al., 2022). Participants who did not focus only on insomnia reported using a holistic 

treatment, thus treating an individual as a whole. However, previous studies argued for the 

benefits of using the CBT-I method in SUD patients (Mijnster et al., 2022) and reported that 

this treatment is not widely used in clinical settings (Speed et al., 2022). The latter was 

supported by the present study, as only one participant reported using CBT-I as a whole 

treatment. In particular, participants mostly reported using some components of CBT-I, such 

as sleep hygiene and relaxation techniques, but not the entire treatment. Therefore, the 

present study revealed that the current insomnia treatment practices of psychologists 

represented by this sample might not be the most optimal. Adding the complete CBT-I 

treatment to more of the current practices could allow for more treatment options that are 

recommended by research (Mijnster et al., 2022; Speed et al., 2022).   

 In addition to the use of non-pharmacological treatment, participants expressed a 

preference for this type of treatment, as they would only use medication as the last resort. 

Participants also considered non-pharmacological treatment to be more useful for the 
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individual in the long term. This means that SUD individuals suffering from insomnia also 

benefit more from non-pharmacological treatment because it would not yield further 

addiction to the treatment medication. Psychologists participating in the study supported the 

finding that individuals with SUDs tend to misuse their medication (Brower, 2015; Ciraulo & 

Nace, 2000). Their responses also support the research by Speed et al. (2022), suggesting that 

non-pharmacological treatments are a safer treatment option for individuals with SUDs. This 

treatment type would also change the individual’s attitude toward sleep, which would make 

the treatment more sustainable for the participants’ future uses. These findings indicate that 

psychologists generally focused on helping individuals with sleeping problems by giving 

them long-term solutions instead of short-term solutions such as suggesting medication use, 

which could potentially harm individuals suffering from SUDs. Overall, psychologists’ 

preference for non-pharmacological treatment was supported by previous findings (Speed et 

al., 2022). Furthermore, this aligns with the stance presented by this thesis, as it was argued 

that non-pharmacological treatment should be used instead of pharmacological treatment 

among SUD patients.  

When choosing between the priorities of the sleep treatment, some psychologists 

reported that they would focus on sleep treatment right away, while others reported that they 

would focus on first treating the addiction, as some stimulants make it very difficult to teach 

the patient how to sleep again. They argued that treating substance use would be more 

sensible in this case. The latter finding is in line with research by Seow et al. (2018), as 

insomnia is attributed to the patient’s addiction, and it is assumed that treating the addiction 

would result in improving sleeping problems. Although this might be the case, it is important 

to consider that there is an increased risk of relapse among SUD patients suffering from 

insomnia (Grau-López et al., 2014; Brower & Perron, 2010, as cited in Grau-López et al., 

2018). Therefore, the practice of treating the addiction first could be successful but needs to 

be carefully evaluated, as the prevalence of insomnia may hinder its success. 

 Moreover, it was reported that sometimes substances are used to aid sleep following 

the use of a substance that made the individuals more alert. Therefore, psychologists 

supported the view that individuals suffering from insomnia might attempt to aid their sleep 

by misusing alcohol or medications, creating a risk factor for SUDs (Breslau et al., 1996). 

Thereby, the alertness of using one substance is countered by using another substance. This 

creates a perpetual cycle, whereby the effects of substance use are treated by using more 

substances. This shows that substance use and insomnia could have a bidirectional 

relationship. Although the study by Wilkerson and McRae-Clark (2021) suggested a 
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bidirectional relationship, this differed from the bidirectional relationship that was suggested 

by the psychologists in the present study. The study by Wilkerson and McRae-Clark (2021) 

indicated that SUD treatment with prescribed medication could result in persistent insomnia. 

However, the psychologists in the present study suggested that a bidirectional relationship 

could occur when individuals used substances other than prescribed medication, which 

resulted in difficulty falling asleep. This was countered by self-medicating to sleep better. 

This finding strengthens the importance of implementing non-pharmacological treatment, as 

self-medication can be replaced by a less harmful alternative to behavioural and 

psychological treatments. 

Limitations 

 One of the limitations of these findings is that the majority of the participants were 

psychologists, except for one doctor. Therefore, they were not in the position to prescribe 

medical treatment, meaning that their use of non-pharmacological treatments was not 

necessarily by choice. In other words, they were not in a position to be able to compare the 

two treatment groups well, and could mostly reflect on non-pharmacological treatments and 

occasions when they would decide that they need to refer their client to the doctor to 

potentially prescribe medication.  

 Another limitation is that only five out of 10 participants were able to answer SUD-

specific questions. They often reported that they did not have experience with SUDs or with 

treating individuals with SUDs. Therefore, the findings of the study might differ if all of the 

participants were able to answer SUD-specific questions.  

 In addition to participants being unable to answer SUD-specific questions, it was 

difficult to recruit a sample for the interviews. This occurred for various reasons. Many 

individuals did not have specific knowledge about insomnia or did not speak English. 

Moreover, many individuals were too busy for the interview, or they simply did not respond. 

The potential reason for this could be the length of the interview, as it was very time-

intensive, which might prevent many working psychologists from participating. Therefore, 

the data collection process took a long time, which is why it was not optimal to recruit more 

participants once it was noticed that merely half of the sample answered SUD-specific 

questions. Additionally, saturation was not reached in the interviews, as new information 

arose in the final few interviews. This suggests that more psychologists should be interviewed 

to receive more diverse responses.  

 Lastly, a degree of bias could have been introduced by the researcher’s influence on 

the interviews and interpretation of the data. Although the questions asked were created with 
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the intent of leaving openness and minimizing suggestivity, the researcher could have 

unknowingly influenced the participant to answer questions in a more socially desirable way. 

Throughout the interviews, it was emphasized that there are no right or wrong answers and 

that participants are free to openly express their opinions. Furthermore, the researcher’s 

interpretation of the data was subjective and may have differed had it been analysed by 

someone else. Therefore, although the arising themes were created in relation to the research 

question, the researcher could have introduced a level of bias to these, as it is still based on 

the researcher’s preferences.  

Future Research 

 Based on the study’s findings and limitations, several suggestions can be given for 

future research. Firstly, sampling could be done by targeting a different population. 

Psychiatrists and psychologists working in addiction and rehabilitation clinics could be 

contacted to ensure more responses to SUD-related questions. Additionally, contacting these 

individuals could result in different responses regarding the use of medication in patients with 

SUDs, as they are more likely to have a choice when choosing between medical and non-

medical treatments. Therefore, they could provide more informed responses to questions 

about medication treatments. This could give more insight into the findings that challenge the 

previous research arguing that insomnia is rarely treated with psychological and behavioural 

therapies (Seow et al., 2018; Speed et al., 2022). Thus, further research could clarify which 

treatment is more widespread. The next step future research should take into account is to 

focus on the links between the views of insomnia and its treatment. As the present study often 

found a connection between these two variables, it would be valuable to investigate this 

connection further by using a mixed methods study. Thereby interviews would be conducted 

to investigate the opinions, and the connection between these two factors could be measured 

by adding a quantitative design that would measure the impact of insomnia view on insomnia 

treatment and how this affects the clinical practice. 

 Another suggestion is to focus on researching the impact of focusing on insomnia 

treatment first in patients with SUDs and compare it to the impact of treating the addiction 

first. This is because some psychologists focused on treating sleeping problems first, whereas 

others focused on treating the addiction first. Therefore, it could be valuable to investigate the 

results of the two approaches and see whether they yield any differences. This could be done 

by using an experimental study whereby the sample of individuals with SUDs would be split 

up into four groups, with the respective groups being (a) treating insomnia first; (b) treating 

the addiction first; (c) treating both insomnia and addiction at the start of treatment; and (d) 
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control group without any treatment. This research could provide further insight into which 

problem would be more useful to prioritise in the treatment of insomnia in SUD patients.  

Implications  

The present study has implications for changing the current views of insomnia by 

highlighting the potential problems of viewing it as a symptom. The study also contributes to 

the literature discussing the importance of using non-pharmacological insomnia treatments in 

SUD patients and highlights the limited use and potential benefits of using CBT-I treatment. 

Moreover, the findings contribute to the knowledge about setting priorities when treating 

insomnia and SUDs. The study’s findings have applications to psychological and 

rehabilitation treatment. Firstly, the findings revealed inconsistencies in the current views of 

and treatments of insomnia among psychologists. To address this, psychologists should base 

their treatment of insomnia depending on the client’s situation. Psychologists should also 

consider the use of CBT-I to ensure that there are more treatment options. Lastly, 

psychologists should carefully evaluate when it is appropriate to prioritise treating addiction 

first, and when insomnia treatment should be prioritized. These goals can be reached by 

providing more education and developing treatment guidelines for psychologists about 

insomnia treatment, treatment priorities, and the use of CBT-I.  

Conclusion 

 In conclusion, the present study found mixed results regarding views of insomnia. 

However, psychologists generally preferred non-pharmacological treatment, as these were 

found to be more useful for the individual in the long term. Moreover, the study found in 

which instances psychologists would prioritise addiction treatment, and when they would 

prioritise insomnia treatment. The findings have practical implications for psychological and 

rehabilitation treatment, as they suggest the basis for choosing the right treatment, the 

importance of including CBT-I, as well as the relevance of evaluating treatment priorities in 

patients with SUDs.  
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Appendix B 

Interview Scheme 

Interview Scheme English 

Interview Scheme 
  
Introduction1 
Dear participant,  

Welcome to this interview about the general topic of assessment and treatment of 
insomnia in mental illness. First of all, thank you for being here and taking some time. We 
are a group of three students (Nika, Victoria, Lorena) and are conducting research in the form 
of interviews in order to gain information about the perception of psychologists on this topic. 
This includes current behaviours, practices and attitudes regarding the assessment and 
treatment of insomnia. 
         The interview is organised into three parts, which are investigating the topic of 
treatment of insomnia in patients with mood disorders, the treatment of insomnia in patients 
with substance use disorders, and  the assessment and treatment of insomnia in people with 
anxiety disorders. When we accumulated enough data, each of us  will write distinct reports, 
which will be assessed by our supervisor. 
         Before we start with the interview procedure, I would like to tell you some general 
instructions about the procedure and how your data will be handled. Firstly, before we start 
the interview, you will receive a consent form. Regarding the actual interview, we are 
interested in your personal opinion, there are no right or wrong answers. Therefore, do not 
hesitate in expressing your line of thinking and arguing openly. Moreover, I would like to 
record the interview. This makes it possible to deeply analyse the whole conversation. As we 
are all working on a different research question but using the information of each interview, 
our conversation of today will also be read by the others, as well as our supervisor. However, 
I can assure you that your data will be anonymised. For instance, your name, age, as well as 
personal background information, date, and place will be removed. The interview will also 
not be utilised for any other purpose than this research. If you do not feel comfortable being 
in this conversation anymore, you have the right to withdraw from the interview and, 
therefore, from the research at any time.  
         Now, you are provided with the following consent form, and if you agree with the 
mentioned aspects, it would be kind if you would sign the form and send it as an email back 
to me. 
 
If you agree, I would now start the recording. 
 
General questions 

 
1 Adapted from “Improving group collaboration in higher education through self- reflection” 
by L. Hengstermann, 2022 
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→ Welcome to this interview, I would first like to ask you some demographic questions and 
questions that allow you to introduce yourself, such as your age, gender, and nationality. 
 
 

1. Where is your job located? 
2. What are you doing at your job?  
3. How many years have you been doing this?  
4. What kind of education do you have? 

 

Section 1- Treatment of insomnia in patients with mood disorders 
 
 

1. Have you treated patients with mood disorders, who also report struggling with 
symptoms of insomnia recently? 
→ If not, ask if they had any patients with mood disorders and insomnia in general 
 

2. How do you feel about treating patients with mood disorders who report 
suffering from insomnia? 
→ How do you think insomnia and mood disorders are related? 
 

3. In what way do you think it is important to consider/ focus on symptoms of 
insomnia in patients with mood disorders? 
→ Are there certain patient factors that guide your decision on whether or not 
focusing on symptoms of insomnia? 
 

4. How would you approach the treatment of insomnia in patients with major 
depression in comparison to patients with bipolar disorder? 
 

5. Did your view/knowledge/experiences about treatment options of insomnia 
change or develop over the last few years? 
→ Did your methods change? Do you approach sleep problems differently now 
compared to then? 
 

6. What practices have you learned about the treatment of sleep problems in 
general? 
→ Ask if they have even learned any practices at all (if yes, continue with the 
subquestions 
→ pharmacological or behavioral? (CBT-I) 
→ What options do you think are available for treating symptoms of insomnia? 
 

7. To what extent are you satisfied with treatment options and expert training in 
this field? 
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→ Do you think there should be more/less education/training on the treatment of 
sleep problems in patients with mood disorders? 

 
 

8. What would your wishes/ideas be for improvements in healthcare regarding the 
treatment of insomnia in patients with mood disorders? 

 
Section 2 - Treatment of insomnia in patients with Substance use disorders 
  

1. When do you decide insomnia should be treated in patients with SUDs? 
• How serious do insomnia symptoms need to be to start treating them? 

2. What do you think should be taken into consideration when treating insomnia in 
individuals with SUDs? 

• Which factors could affect treatment success if not taken into account? 
• Why are these factors important? 

3. How do you usually treat insomnia in individuals suffering from SUDs? 
• Do you focus on treating it or consider it a comorbidity? 
• Why do you use this(ese) type(s) of treatment(s)? 

4. Are there any psychological or behavioural treatment options that you are using 
to treat insomnia in SUD patients? 

• Why do you use these treatments? 
• What are the other pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments? 
• How satisfied are you with the treatments you use? 
• Would you like to have/ learn about other options? 

5. What do you think of the use of non-pharmacological treatments (such as 
psychological or behavioural treatments) instead of pharmacological treatments 
to treat insomnia among patients with SUDs? 

• What are the benefits and drawbacks of these types of treatment? 
• When comparing non-pharmacological and pharmacological treatments, do 

you think one type of treatment is more effective than the other? 

6. What is the long-term success rate of the insomnia treatment that you use among 
patients with SUDs? 

• Which type of treatment usually works better for these individuals in the long 
term? 

• Why is that the case? 
 

Section 3 - Assessment and treatment of insomnia in patients with anxiety disorders 
 
Assessment: 

1. What procedure do you typically use in assessing insomnia in general? 
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a. Why do you do it in this order?  
b. Can you give me a specific example?  

 
 

2. What kind of tests do you typically use for the assessment of insomnia?  
a. Do your organisation provides you with any kind of test? 
b. Can you give me a specific example of this?  
c. What do you think about this kind of assessment?  

 
 

3. When do you consider doing an assessment for insomnia in patients who have 
primary diagnosed anxiety disorder? 

a. What leads you then to consider assessing it as beneficial?  
b. Why do you consider it to be important at this point?  

 
 

4. Can you describe some of the key indicators that you look for when deciding to 
assess insomnia, and how you use these indicators to develop a treatment plan? 

a. Are these factors related to the patient (their behaviour, age, gender?)  
b. What kind of patients are these?  

 
 

5. How do you feel about assessment procedures? Do you think it is beneficial to 
assess insomnia in patients with anxiety disorders? 
a. Why do you think it is beneficial?  
b. Can you give me a specific example of this?  
c. Can you elaborate further on this?  

 

Treatment: 
6. In which cases do you find addressing sleep complaints as beneficial in general?  

a. Why do you think that it is beneficial for a specific case, can you give me a 
description of a situation?  

 
7. Which specific factors do you consider in whether treating insomnia in patients 

with anxiety disorder or not? 
a. How often do they report these problems on their own to you? 
b. Are these factors related to the behavior of the patient? 
c. What other factors may contribute to your decision to treat insomnia or not?  
d. Can you think of any others possible factors? To what are they related? 

 
 

8. What factors do you consider when choosing between pharmacological and non-
pharmacological treatments for insomnia in patients with anxiety disorders? 
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a. Can you give me a specific example/description of these factors?  
b. Why do you consider these factors as relevant for your decision? 

 

Probes in general : 
Can you give me a specific example of this?  
Why do you think this is important?  
What do you mean when you say… ?  
Can you elaborate further on this? 
What does this look like?  
Are these factors related to the behavior of the patient? What kind of patients are these?  
 
 
 

• Ask about who they can refer us to → snowball sampling  
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Appendix B 

Interview Scheme 

Interview Scheme German 
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Appendix C 

Codebook 

 
Code  Description  

Considerations 
Subcodes:  
Dangers of sleeping pills 
Day-night rhythm, Emotion 
regulation, Tiredness,  
Treatment adherence, Type of 
substance,  
Substance abuse causing insomnia,  
Substance use to sleep better 
 

Factors to consider before treating insomnia or choosing a 
specific type of treatment. This also includes factors that 
make the psychologists decide to treat insomnia. 

Explorative process into insomnia Describes when psychologists decide to take an explorative 
process about why an individual cannot sleep to better 
approach treatment.  

Focusing on insomnia treatment Describes when psychologists decide that insomnia should 
be treated.  

Holistic treatment Describes when psychologists decide to treat the person as a 
whole instead of focusing on one symptom, e.g. insomnia. 
This includes asking abour the sleep-wake rhythm, focusing 
on activity, biological rhythm, etc. 

Importance of other treatment 
options 

Used when psychologists express wishes for more treatment 
options for insomnia to provide for their clients.  

Importance of sleep treatment 
Subcodes: Behavioural therapy, 
undecided  
 

Used when psychologists talk about why treating sleep is 
important and beneficial.  
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Insomnia as a separate issue Used when psychologists express wishes to see insomnia 
as a separate problem instead of a symptom or when they 
indicate instances when insomnia would be seen as a 
separate issue. 

Insomnia as a symptom Used when psychologists indicate that they see insomnia 
as a symptom or when they describe instances when they 
see insomnia as a symptom. 

Insomnia treatment 
Subcodes:  
Behavioural therapy, Breathing 
techniques, CBT-I,  
Group therapy, Headspace technique, 
Mindfulness,  
Psychoeducation,  
Relaxation techniques, Sleep hygene,  
sleep restriction, Techniques to not 
ruminate 

Used when psychologists talk about various types of 
insomnia treatments. These include various subcodes 
indicating different behavioural treatments, such as sleep 
hygene, CBT-I, sleep restriction, mindfulness, etc.  

Insomnia treatment training 
satisfaction 
Subcodes:  
Not satisfied,  
Satisfied 

Used when psychologists discuss how satisfied they are 
with the training that they received for treating insomnia.  

Medication use for sleep treatment Describes when medication is used to treat insomnia. 

Medication versus psychological 
treatment 
Subcodes:  
Preferred psychological treatment,  
Undecided 
 

Includes comparisons of medication and psychological 
treatment, as well as which of these options the 
psychologist prefers and why.  

Need for sleep specialist Used when psychologists express the need to have a 
person specialized in sleep problems, and the importance 
of such specialization.  
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Refering to the 
GP/doctor/psychiatrist 

Describes when psychologists decide to refer the client 
to another professional such as a psychiatrist, doctor, GP, 
etc. 

Treating addiction itself Used when it is mentioned that the addiction itself is 
treated  

Treatment success 
Subcodes:  
Not Successful, Undecided 

Used when psychologists mention how successful the 
treatment, when the treatment is not successful, and 
factors that determine treatment success, e.g. following a 
regime.  

 
 


